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Executive Summary

Purpose
At the beginning of the Schematic Design (SD) process, a Zero Energy roadmap was developed for the Mosier Center project to 
ensure all energy-related aspects of the initial design were addressed and optimized within the project goals and budget. This 
roadmap resulted in the creation of 10 different “microstudies” used to inform the zero energy design of the Mosier Center facility. 
This report bundles all of the studies in one place as well as highlights the key takaways and recommendations.

High Priority Zero Energy Design Recommendations for Mosier Center

• High Performance Glazing: The most impactful way to reduce envelope heating and cooling loads is to specify glazing with a 
high performance framing system and a center of glass value less than 0.10-0.13.

• Air Barrier: In addition to glazing, reducing air infiltration is paramount; design the air barrier to passive house specifications.

• Daylighting: Provide skylights in the truck bay. Provide well balanced daylighting in office areas through both vision glazing and 
clerestory glazing. Minimize solar heat gain in the corridor area by extending the south overhang as much as is feasible.

• Natural Ventilation: To reduce zone cooling energy use, provide manual operable windows in individual office and conference 
spaces as well as on the north and south side of the common corridor areas.

• The 4 R’s: Review, remove, replace, and reduce plug load energy use - see study 7 for details.

• Better-than-code LED lighting: Install energy efficient all-LED lighting throughout the facility with room occupancy sensors.

• Efficient HVAC System: Employ the proposed energy recovery ventilators for ventilation combined with variable refrigerant 
flow heat pump based terminal units to cost-effectively reduce heating and cooling energy use. Radiant heating in the truck bay 
will provide comfort and reduce heating fan energy.

• Heat Pump based DHW system: By using a heat exchanger, the VRF system will also provide super-efficient domestic hot 
water.

• Solar PV: Provide for design of 72kW PV system; potentially install in phases to optimally match energy use to energy supply.

• ZE Champion: Designate an individual as the project’s Zero Energy champion.
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Zero Energy Schematic Design Roadmap

Performance
The result of the schematic design effort results in a design energy model energy use intensity (EUI) of ~32 kBtu/sf/yr or 
~81,000kWh. The current PV design includes a 72kW system that will provide ~92,500kWh per year, more than that needed to 
achieve zero energy. Given the uncertainty in building use and operatons, it is recommended that the system be 
installed in phases to faciliate better matching of the system size to the actual building energy use.
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Mosier Center: Energy Owner’s Project Requirements (OPR)

TYPE ACCEPTABLE 
TEMP RANGE

PREFERRED 
VENTILATION 

APPROACH

TARGET 
DAYLIGHT 

ILLUMINANCE

TARGET 
DAYLIGHT 

AUTONOMY*

GLARE 
CONTROL 
METHOD

DARKENING 
REQ’D?

VIEW
REQ’S

Truck Bay min 55F Mech Exhaust 50fc 75% Diffuse glazing N N/A
Toilets/Lockers/

Laundry 65F - 80F Mech Exhaust 10fc N/A N/A N N/A

Office 68F - 80F Mixed Mode 30fc 75% Manual shades N TBD
Community Hall 68F - 80F Mixed Mode 30fc 75% Manual shades Y TBD
Entry / Lobby / 

Corridor 60F - 85F Mixed Mode 10fc 90% TBD N TBD

BUILDING AREA INITIAL OCCUPANCY FUTURE OCCUPANCY  OPERATIONS

Fire Station 1.5 FTE + volunteers 2 FTE + volunteers Intermittent 24x7 use + TBD additional info
City Hall 2.5 FTE 3 FTE Mon - Fri, 9am - 5pm + TBD additional info

Community Center 30-50 (peak) 20 (peak) Evenings (2x/wk) and Weekends (2x/mo)

What is an Energy OPR?
This document details the owner’s priorities and requirements regarding the energy performance of the facility. It is a way to 
document and highlight energy related information that often gets lost amongst other project priorities but that it critical to the 
success of a zero energy project. This document also creates a tool for the owner to determine if the design team is executing 
on the stated goals regarding energy use. This is a living document to be updated as needed throughout the design process. 
This document is not focused on water efficiency, indoor environmental quality, or other aspects of sustainability that may be 
incorporated into the project.

Energy Performance Objective
Success for the Mosier Center project, with regards to energy performance, includes achievement of the International Living 
Future Institute’s Zero Energy certification. This program requires that “One hundred percent of the building’s energy needs on 
a net annual basis must be supplied by on-site renewable energy. No combustion is allowed.” The certification is based on actual, 
not modeled performance. Certification is achieved once 12 months of utility data is provided proving that the on-site renewable 
energy production is greater than or equal to the building energy consumption. Energy efficient design strategies shall support 
these additional objectives:
• Be cost effective
• Lend themselves to easy operations, low maintenance, reliability, resiliency, and durability (design for a 50yr+facility)
• Contribute to thermal comfort, visual comfort, and good indoor air quality
• Educate visitors about building features and operations and serve as a catalyst for future Mosier buildings (as well as for other 

small towns)

Lastly, the project shall:
• Participate in the Energy Trust of Oregon’s Path to Net Zero program, maximizing available technical and financial resources 

available during design and construction.
• Comply with Oregon State Energy Code (Oregon Zero Code Efficiency Standard or 90.1-2016, effective 10/1/19)

Energy Performance Target 
Based on benchmarking completed for the project, the owner is targeting an operational pre-PV EUI between 25 - 35. This 
translates to a 50 - 70kW rooftop PV system to ensure achievement of Zero Energy certification. 

Operational & Energy Tracking Responsibility 
Given that the achievement of zero energy is based not on design, but on actual performance, upfront identification of key 
personnel to maintain, operate, and track energy performance is critical. 
• The City Manager (public works staff) and the Fire Chief will be responsible for day to day building operations.
• This includes responsibility for tracking electricity utility consumption and PV production data against design estimates 

provided by the design team.

Occupant Engagement
Individual occupants will be required to adhere to operational strategies that minimize energy use such as opening and closing 
windows at appropriate times, closing/opening blinds, and powering down plug loads. While some of these actions can be 
automated, manual operation by occupants is achievable and cost-effective for the Mosier Center project.

Planned Building Use and Occupancy 
The Mosier Center is planned for relatively low utilization on Day 1. Use of the facility may increase over time and the design should 
be able to accomodate this. The design should also accomodate the need to quickly ramp up or shut down based on going from 
unoccupied to occupied in specific building areas. The following uses and schedules are understood as appropriate for the design 
and operation of the Mosier Center facility.

Comfort Priorities & Expectations
The table below outlines acceptable operational temperature ranges, desired ventilation approaches, and ideal daylighting & view 
conditions for various space types in the facility. More technical design criteria for these attributes will live in the basis of design 
document; this table is intended to be from the owner’s point of view describing their aspirations for each space.

Owner Design Decision Making Criteria
The design process budget cannot support detailed life cycle cost analysis thus design decisions during schematic design will be 
based on the experience of the design team to drive low-cost energy efficient design.

Additional Energy-Related Owner Requirements
Additional requests from the owner regarding energy performance include:
• All roof areas shall be designed to structurally and electrically accomodate PV panels regardless of the Day 1 installation
• No additional sustainability or energy certifications (such as LEED) will be pursued
• All building systems shall be commissioned; a blower door test shall be performed with the intent of achieving PHIUS standard
• Staff shall receive training on the most energy efficient modes of equipment operation
• Electric vehicle charging will be included (note: to be submetered and excluded from ILFI zero energy certification)
• Additional information on Pacific Power rate schedule and net metering requirements is needed.

Table 1. Owner Plans for Occupancy & Operating Hours

Table 2. Owner Desired Space Comfort Attributes

1

* 8am - 6pm @ target illuminance
Note that HVAC systems have different design criteria listed here for sizing purposes.
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Mosier Center: Climate Data 1 of 2

Project Site and Data Sources
Understanding local climate factors such as outdoor air temperature range, dominant wind direction, and solar availability is a 
necessary step in the zero energy design process. The Mosier Center will be located in Mosier, Oregon (zip 97040) a small town 
located along the south side of the Columbia River just East of Hood River. A variety of weather data sources were used to gather 
relevant climate information as shown in the maps below.
 
NOTE: Additional more localized weather sources (such as from the Chicken Charley and local ag sites) should be considered in any 
additional design development (DD) level studies per feedback recieved during the ETO EDA workshop.

The Dalles Municipal Arpt, WA
TMY3: 726988TY
Station ID: KDLS
NOAA: USC00358407

Mosier, OR

Degree Day Comparison
Degree days are a useful way to compare the heating and 
cooling needs of different locations. The degree day charts to 
the right compare the annual degree days (base temperature 
65) for the average of 2017 and 2018 for weather stations in 
The Dalles, Hood River, and Portland (real weather data) as 
well as calculated degree days from 2 nearby TMY3 locations. 
The Hood River data is likely most representative of the 
local Mosier climate. The Dalles TMY3 file is likely more 
representative of Mosier than the Portland TMY3 file.

TMY3 Drybulb Temperature Bins
Despite warm summer tempertures, the Mosier region is a heating dominated climate with the majority of occupied hours 
occuring when the outside air temperature is below 65F. Of the temperature bins in the TMY3 The Dalles file, there are 525 hours 
of the year when the outdoor air temperature exceeds 80F between the hours of 8am - 5pm (all days). On hot days, there can be a 
large swing (>40F) between daytime and nighttime temperatures.

Design Conditions
Per Oregon Energy Code Table 301.1, Mosier (in Wasco County) falls into Climate Zone 5B.  Heating and cooling equipment will be 
designed to meet 2017 ASHRAE Handbook Fundamentals outdoor design criteria, using the Columbia Gorge / Dalles Reg Aprt station.

Annual Temperature Profiles
The first graph below shows hourly temperature data  in The Dalles TMY3 file compared to the Portland-Troutdale file. As expected, 
The Dalles has more extreme weather. The second chart below plots historical data for Portland, Hood River, and The Dalles.

Heating (99.6%) Cooling (0.4%) Evaporation (0.4%) Dehumidification (0.4%) Enthalpy (0.4%)

ASHRAE Design 
Criteria 17.40F DB 97.60F DB

66.60F WB
90.90F DB
69.30F WB

76.70F DB
61.40F WB

91.50F DB
33.50F WB

Degree Days Comparison

Dalles Airport 
Station ID: 

KDLS

Hood River
Station ID: 

KORHOODR1

Portland
Station ID: 

KTDD

The Dalles
TMY3: 

726988TY 

Portland
TMY3: 

726985TY 

Heating Degree Days

Max and Min Temperature Comparison
The chart to the right shows the maximum and minimum 
recorded temperatures for The Dalles, Hood River, and 
Portland weather stations for the past 5 years. In general, 
the maximum and minimum daily temperatures for Hood 
River are more similar to The Dalles climate than to that of 
Portland.

Max Temp Comparison Min Temp Comparison
The Dalles Hood River Portland

Occupied Hours per Year by Temperature Bin

TMY3 Annual Hourly Profile Comparison: The Dalles vs Portland Troutdale

Cooling Degree Days

Historical Daily Max Temperatures: Portland vs Hood River vs The Dalles
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Mosier Center: Climate Data 2 of 2

Solar Radiation
The site has adequate access for solar electric, receiving between 4.5 - 5 kWh/m2/day of direct normal irradiance. Portland 
averages slightly less than 4 kWh/m2/day, while The Dalles site is just over 5.

Wind Direction
Mosier winds in summer tend to be westerlies. There is a diurnality to summer breezes, with early afternoon being the typical 
peak. Winds in winter tend to be easterlies, with cold air forcing its way through the Gorge on its way to Pacific. Wintertime 
easterly flow events tend to occur when it is also cold in eastern OR/WA, meaning there can be high wind chill in Mosier. The charts 
below illustrate wind data for Portland as well as for The Dalles. The charts on the left are for summer occupied hours, while the 
charts on the right show all hours of the year.

Precipitation
The chart to the right compares precipitation data from weather 
stations in Portland, Hood River, and The Dalles (note some 
missing data was interpolated). An average rainfall of 36” per year 
was assumed per the historical data to calculate the rainwater 
harvesting potential for Hood River. For a roof area of 8,000sf the 
building can collect ~180 kgallons of rainwater for washing trucks, 
watering landscape, laundry, and toilet flushing.

Portland Troutdale Wind Roses

May 1 - Sept 31: 8am - 5pm Oct 1 - Apr 30: 8am - 5pm

The Dalles Wind Roses
Oct 1 - Apr 30: 8am - 5pmMay 1 - Sept 31: 8am - 5pm

Wind speed, MPH

Solar Data per the National Solar Radiation Database

Comparison of Historical Precipitation Data
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Key Design Strategies
Based on the Mosier climate data analysis, key recommended passive design strategies that leverage the local climate include. 
These strategies will be further explored and expanded upon as schematic design progresses.
• Use natural ventilation to reduce cooling and fan energy
• Night flush the building to reduce cooling and fan energy
• Maximize air tightness to reduce wind-driven infiltration
• Enhance envelope performance to reduce winter heat loss
• Block direct summer gain, but potentially allow for some winter solar gain
• Maximize daylighting in bay areas (skylights) and office areas (north facing glass)

Cloud Cover
Cloud cover data from The Dalles TMY3 file is shown in the chart below for hours between 8am and 6pm when passive solar would 
be most beneficial (for most months this is ~310hours). Given high cloud cover hours during winter months, passive solar may not 
be a highly reliable heating strategy. 
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Mosier Center: Energy Benchmarking

What is Benchmarking?
Per ASHRAE Standard 209, benchmarking is determining “the energy use of buildings with the same principal building activities in 
the same climate” to help inform project energy goals. Collecting data from real buildings with similar attributes helps bracket the 
potential performance range of the project at hand. The most typical benchmarking metric is energy use intensity:

Benchmarking Data Sources
Different data sources provide different levels of detail and information; some data is more relevant than others. For the Mosier 
Center project, benchmark data was collected from the following sources. 
• Zero Tool: The Zero Tool was developed by Architecture 2030 and is used to compare building EUIs and set EUI targets.
• CBECs: The Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECs) is a national scale survey compiling energy use 

characteristics for a broad selection of commercial buildings. Data was most recently published from 2012.
• City of Seattle Municipal Buildings Benchmarking 2012-2013: This data set provides a detailed look at the EUIs of fire stations 

within the City of Seattle. This data is interesting but not highly applicable due to high utilization and more moderate weather. 
• High Performance Case Studies: We looked at several zero energy and high performance fire stations for reference. These are 

summarized in the table on the right.

Zero Tool Benchmarking
The Zero Tool was developed by Architecture 2030 to allow for easy benchmarking and for setting EUI targets. The Mosier Center is 
comprised of 2 building types: 
• Other Public Services = 4,900sf
• Fire Station = 3,600sf

A baseline CBECs 2003 building located in zip 97040 with the above square footages of the Mosier Center is expected to perform at 
an EUI of 61. To comply with the 2030 challenge and the Energy Trust of Oregon (ETO) Path to Net Zero program, an 80% reduction 
from 2003 levels is targeted. This sets the target EUI, inclusive of on-site renewable energy, at 13. However, given the zero energy 
goals of the Mosier Center, the actual target EUI is zero, as all usage will be offset by on-site renewable energy. Thus, the more 
important target becomes the “Pre-PV Target.” At a very preliminary level, this Pre-PV EUI target has been set at 25 - 35.

Best in Class Fire Stations
Three specific fire station projects provide somewhat useful reference points, however all have higher usage and different weather 
than is expected for the Mosier Center. The table below highlights attributes of these high performance projects.

ANNUAL 
ELECTRICITY USE

GROSS SQUARE 
FOOTAGE

= ENERGY USE INTENSITY
(KBTU/SF/YR)

A typical fire station / 
public use facility has 
an EUI of 61

Issaquah Fire Station 72 Seattle Fire Station 20 Salt Lake City Fire Station 14

Size 11,400sf 9,446sf 17,100sf

EUI Target 
or Actual

28.4 EUI (measured before PV)
22.3 EUI (measured after PV) 34.2 (measured) Target EUI: 25 - 30

Occupancy 6 FTE on 3 shifts 1 engine crew Up to 10 personnel

Key Design 
Strategies

• Partial htg/clg
• Radiant heating and cooling with 

ground-source heat pumps
• Solar thermal DHW pre-heat
• Color-coded receptacles indicating 

which ones get auto-shutoff
• Rigorous energy sub-metering
• All mech equip located indoors
• 30kW solar array

• Triple-glazed windows bring 
daylight and mitigate noise

• Increased thermal zoning to 
increase firefighter comfort

• Daylight harvesting 
• Radiant heating and cooling with 

ground-source heat pumps
• 35kW solar array

• Shading, high-performance glass, 
and ceiling fans

• Triple glazed windows 
• Contact switches to disable HVAC 

when door/window is open
• Ground source heat pumps
• 110kW PV system

Zero Energy Projects in Oregon
According to the New Building Institute’s Getting to Zero database, 
there are 2 certified zero energy projects in Oregon and 27 emerging 
projects. The certified projects include a 5,331sf school addition 
in Hood River (26.7 EUI) and a 3,595sf public assembly building in 
Salem (21 EUI). Ten of the emerging projects are in Portland while the 
remainder are scattered around the state. Of those emerging projects 
that provide a target or measured EUI, they range from 11 - 35.

Rooftop Solar Potential
Using NREL’s PV Watts tool, the chart to the right shows the building 
EUI versus the required PV in rooftop area and system size (kW DC). 
As the building performance improves, less PV and less roof area is 
required. Key assumptions include:

• 150 degree azimuth (panels are 30 degrees east of south)
• 20 degree tilt
• 8,600sf building area
• Standard efficiency modules
• Fixed, roof mount, 15% system losses

MOSIER CENTER
PRE-PV TARGET RANGE

35 EUI

25 EUI

MOSIER CENTER
POST-PV PATH TO NET ZERO
TARGET RANGE

The 2030 challenge requires 
an 80% reduction resulting in 
a target EUI of 13 (inclusive of 
on-site PV)

Sources: http://ecotope.com/project/fire-station-72/       http://www.hpbmagazine.org/Fire-Station-20-Seattle/        https://www.tca-inc.com/salt-lake-city-fire-sta-
tion-14           https://www.architecturalrecord.com/articles/13997-salt-lake-city-introduces-its-first-net-zero-and-leed-gold-certified-fire-station  

Building EUI vs PV Roof Area & System Size

https://newbuildings.org/resource/getting-to-zero-database/

Verified and Emerging ZE Projects in Oregon

Best in Class Fire Station Examples

Zero Tool EUI Targets

3
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Mosier Center: Daylighting

Overview
The 2 following studies, completed by the University of Washington Integrated Design Lab (IDL), provide an initial look at daylight 
autonomy and luminance values for the Mosier Center. Additional analysis and design guidance will be provided during design 
development.

4
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UW Integrated Design Lab | 10/7/2019

Mosier Center | Mosier, OR

10/7/2019
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UW Integrated Design Lab | 10/7/2019

Mosier Center | Perspectives

view from SW 

view from NW 
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UW Integrated Design Lab | 10/7/2019

Apparatus Bay | Continuous Daylight Autonomy @ 500 lux

Modeled Condition 5% Skylights 
57.69% of time occupied 73.37% of time occupied
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UW Integrated Design Lab | 10/7/2019

Offices + Community Space | Continuous Daylight Autonomy @ 300 lux

70.9% of time occupied
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Simulation Summary | Luminance Sections
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Section A | luminance september 21 at noon

A

Clear Sky

presentation / training

Overcast

kitchen 10

30
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120

254

540

1150

2500

LUMINANCE SCALE
cd/m2

N

!!!

Improve access to daylight 
in presentation/training 
space with the addition 
of clerestory window(s) 
or skylight(s) on shed 
roof. This will even the 
distribution of daylight 
across the space. 

!!!
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Section B | luminance september 21 at noon
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Section C | luminance september 21 at noon
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skylight(s) on shed roof.
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Section D | luminance september 21 at noon
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Section E | luminance september 21 at noon
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Section F | luminance september 21 at noon
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storage apparatus bay
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Increase the size of the 
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will significantly enhance 
access to daylight during 
overcast conditions.

!!!
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Mosier: Natural Ventilation Summary
Weather Analysis
A TMY3 weather file (Typical Meteorological Year data from 1976 – 2005) for the Dalles Municipal Airport was used as the basis for 
the analysis. This data represents typical conditions for each hour of the year (8760 hours total per year). The peak temperature in 
the weather file is 105°F. The predominant wind direction is coming from the north west annually. 

Overview
A natural ventilation study was conducted based on the current massing of the building geometry. 3 natural ventilation strategies 
were considered including :

1. Automated clerestory windows on north side above office areas
2. East-West ventilation through the corridor space
3. User operated windows on north side office windows

Based on these options, it is recommended that user operated windows be included in the design. User operated windows allow 
for flexibility with noise and air quality concerns, and will also be the least cost option. It is estimated that mechanical ventilation 
can be shut off for 8% of annual occupied hours, when natural ventilation conditions are favorable. This percentage can be 
increased to 20% if option 2, corridor ventilation, is also included. 

Option 1: Automated Clerestory Option 2: E-W Corridor Ventilation Option 3: User Operated Windows

Plug loads, 
32%

DHW, 12% Heating, 7%

Cooling, 8%

Fans, 15%

Interior 
Lights, 22%Exterior 

Lights, 4%

DOE Prototype Small Office 5B, End Uses

The end use chart to the left shows the modeled energy by end 
uses for a prototype small office in climate zone 5B. Cooling and fan 
related energy uses account for about 23% of the total energy use 
combined. Incorporating natural ventilation into the design can help 
minimize the end uses and potentially decrease the whole building 
energy by 1-4%. 

Wind Analysis
Wind data for the Chicken Charlie weather station was taken for 
June 2019. The data was filtered to look at predominant wind 
direction and average wind speeds during occupied hours (8am 
to 6pm). Based on the data, the predominant wind speed in 
June was due South West, with average speeds of up to 19 mph.

This differs significantly from The Dalles TMY3 weather data, 
where annual predominant wind speeds are due WNW. Varying 
wind directions will affect the performance of wind-driven 
natural ventilation schemes.

5
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Mosier: Natural Ventilation Analysis
1. Clerestory Ventilation
This option includes actuators to automatically open the clerestory windows above the 
ceiling plane. When outside conditions are favorable, windows at the clerestory will open 
and bring outside air into the space. The graph below shows a heat map of annual hours 
when natural ventilation is available through this strategy. Using automated windows at 
the clerestory, natural ventilation will be available when outside air temperatures are 63°F 
to 77°F. These hours account for 20% of operational hours annually.

2. Corridor Ventilation
In this scenario, a large wind-driven opening at the west end of the corridor brings air in 
and moves into the office space via a transfer grill. When outside conditions are favorable, 
dampers at the corridor will open, allowing cross-flow ventilation through the area and 
potential ventilation through transfer grilles at the offices. The graph below shows a heat 
map of annual hours when natural ventilation is available through this strategy. As with 
option 1, natural ventilation will be available when outside air temperatures are 63°F to 
77°F. These hours account for 20% of operational hours annually.

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

35% Conditioned Area 
Naturally Ventilated

Mixed Mode with Direct 
Natural Ventilation

Mixed Mode with Direct 
Natural Ventilation

Mixed Mode with Indirect 
Natural Ventilation

30% Conditioned Area 
Naturally Ventilated

35% Conditioned Area 
Naturally Ventilated

3. Operable Windows
This ventilation scheme uses operable windows at private offices. Operable windows will 
bring in outside air directly into the space. Because of the direct exposure to ambient 
conditions, this scheme has a smaller band for natural ventilation potential. Natural 
ventilation will be most comfortable when outside are temperatures are 68°F to 75°F. 
These hours account for 8% of operational hours annually.

Mixed Mode with Direct 
Natural Ventilation

Pros Cons

• Automated operation
• Increased natural ventilation 

potential
• Low security risk

• Requires motorized actuators at 
clerestory windows

• Noise concerns with railway to 
north

• Air quality concerns
• Design complexity

Pros Cons

• Automated operation
• Increased natural ventilation 

potential
• Indirect ventilation to occupied 

spaces
• Minimal noise intrusion in 

occupied spaces
• Low cost solution

• Low ventilation effectiveness to 
occupied spaces

• Air quality concerns

Pros Cons

• User operability allows for 
flexibility

• Reduced noise intrusion from 
user controlled windows

• Reduced air quality issues with 
user controlled windows

• Low cost solution
• Minimal design impact

• Low ventilation potential, less 
energy savings

• Security risk if windows are left 
open when not occupied. 

Required Operable Area: 50 sq ft Required Operable Area: 62 sq ft Required Operable Area: 50 sq ft
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Mosier: Natural Ventilation Analysis

Operable Window Placement
Based on a 10/08/19 discussion with Minarik and TCA, manual operable windows in the corridor and office areas (a combination of 
options 2 and 3) were discussed as the best fit for this project. This page provides additional information on the required operable 
area, potential placement, and potential type of window. The precise operable placement and window type will not be finalized 
until the design development phase of the project.

Requirements for operable window area is determined by its ratio relative to the floor area considered for natural ventilation. To 
meet Oregon mechanical code requirements to have a space defined as naturally ventilated, then the free area must be a minimum 
of 4%. The operable area of the window is defined by the free, unobstructed area through which air can flow in through an opening 
intended for natural ventilation.

For the corridor, about 40 square feet of operable area is needed. It is recommended that the clerestory window on the north side 
above the public corridor be operable to allow wind driven natural ventilation in when conditions are favorable.  An additional 
opening towards Vestibule 102 is recommended to allow ventilation air to exhaust from the corridor, creating a natural path for 
airflow. For the offices and conference room on the north side, required operable areas are detailed in the graphic below.

40 SF
Operable 

Area

5 SF
Oper. 
Area

3 SF
Oper. 
Area

13 SF
Operable 

Area

Open Area Calculation
The operable area of a window is defined as the area of an opening available for airflow. Each window type will have a different 
percentage of operable area relative to window area. 
 
Depending on the opening type, the operable area will need to be calculated and must equal the minimum areas for the spaces 
shown in the floorplan to the left.

Slider windows will have an operable area equal to the maximum area air flow is allowed when the window is fully opened. Tilt 
windows will have an openable area that are determined by the length/width of the window as well as the tilt angle. 

5 SF
Oper. 
Area

5 SF
Oper. Area 10 SF

Operable 
Area

North: Natural Ventilation Operable Windows South: Natural Ventilation Operable Windows

a
b

a

b

Slider Windows Tilt and Turn Windows

a

b

b
a

Integration with HVAC
When natural ventilation in the space is being utilized during operation, the ERV will remain on. The zone level heating and cooling 
systems can be disabled by occupants by providing individual wall mounted thermostats for each naturally ventilated zone. The fan 
energy penalty of leaving the HRV on is minimal as compared to having th ability to shut off the cooling system when outside air 
conditions are favorable.
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Mosier Center: Envelope Analysis
Roof Performance
The base construction for roofs with above deck insulation is an R-30 roof with a thermal performance of U-0.032. Like the walls, 10 
parametric runs were conducted until a U-factor of U-0.014 was reached. 

Increases in energy savings were modest when improving the roof performance. Improving the U-value of the roof by 56% yielded 
about a 1% energy savings and a 7% annual heating load reduction. 

Overview
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the impacts of the thermal performance of the envelope as it relates to whole building 
energy savings (pages 1-2). The second part of the study provides information and recommendations related to specific products 
and construction methods to achieve better-than-code envelope performance (pages 3-5). 

For the quantitative analysis, the baseline performance criteria was set to the prescriptive requirements specified in ASHRAE 90.1-
2016 for climate zone 5B. Parametric simulations were run to analyze incremental imrpovements to each envelope component, 
until the component reached a high performing standard used in the Passive House Institute US (PHIUS) standard. Overall, it is 
important to balance cost, constructability, and energy savings. Based on the analysis, the least impactful improvement relative 
to energy savings is roof insulation. Targeting high performance windows and building an air tight envelope will have the greatest 
performance impact.

Wall Performance
Iterations on exterior opaque wall performance were completed to look at the impact of wall improvements on annual energy 
use and on heating loads. The baseline construction for exterior walls is a 2x6 wood wall with intermediate framing (16 inches on 
center) with R-13 batt insulation and R-7.5 continuous exterior insulation. 

10 parametric runs were done, incrementally improving wall performance until a U-factor of U-0.020 was reached. A wall with 
this performance will likely require a double-stud wall or extra thick exterior insulation. With these wall improvements, 2% energy 
savings could be realized along with a 10% reduction in annual heating loads.MINARIK Architecture, Inc 2019

2222 NE Oregon St. #217, Portland, OR 97232 | 971 319 6249 | minarikarch.com
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SECTION A-A City OfficesOpen Gathering
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Conference
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0.020 0.025 0.030 0.035 0.040 0.045 0.050 0.055

Wall Performance
Energy Savings Htg Load Savings

Better than Code Walls
Walls with a performance ranging from U-0.051 to U-0.041 
can be acheived with standard, intermediate wood-framing 
and 2x6 walls by increasing exterior continuous inuslation. 

High Performance Walls
These higher performance walls with U-factors ranging from 
U-0.041 to U-0.030 will likely be some form of a combination 
of 2x6 walls with additional exterior insulation to meet these 
performance values.
 

PHIUS Exterior Walls
Walls representing a best-in-class envelope with really high 
R-values will probably need to be some form of double-stud 
walls. These walls will be extremely thick, but will provide a 
the best thermally performing envelope.
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8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

18%

0.014 0.016 0.018 0.020 0.022 0.024 0.026 0.028 0.030 0.032 0.034

Roof Performance
Energy Savings Htg Load Savings

Window Performance
Improvements to the windows will yield the largest savings both in terms of energy and annual heating loads. Because windows are 
generally the largest contributor to heat transfer in the envelope, improvements to the window assembly will often have a larger 
impact compared to opaque walls and roof components. The base construction for a window has U-factor of U-0.380, which can 
often be acheived with standard, dual pane IGU. PHIUS prescribes an assembly performance of U-0.14, which will return an energy 
savings of 3% and an annual heating load reduction of 16.5%.
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6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

18%

20%

0.140 0.160 0.180 0.200 0.220 0.240 0.260 0.280 0.300 0.320 0.340 0.360 0.380 0.400

Window Performance
Energy Savings Htg Load Savings

Double Pane Windows
Standard double-pane IGUs with standard window framing 
will result in an assembly with U-factors from U-0.32 to 
U-0.38.

Triple Pane Windows
To acheive better than a U-0.32 performance on windows, 
the assembly will either need to have an insulated fiberglass 
frame or be a triple pane IGU.
 

Triple Pane Windows +
Windows performing at a U-factor of less than U-0.26 will 
need to be a triple pane IGU with a high performing framing 
system to complete the assembly.

6

Image Credit: Minarik Architecture
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Mosier: Envelope Analysis
Infiltration
Another big factor to energy with regards to the building envelope is infiltration, or the movement of unwanted outside air into a 
building. Controlling and minimizing infiltration can be done both by dilligence in construction to properly seal any penetrations 
as well as by better technologies for air barriers. Standard, code required infiltration is a maximum of 0.40 cfm/sf under a pressure 
differential of 75 Pa. 

PHIUS requires a supertight building envelope with an infiltration rate of 0.06 cfm/sf at 75 Pa. Although fully estimating and 
predicting infiltration on an annual basis is difficult due to the variability of conditions, the analysis shows the benefits of having a 
tight building envelope. Going from the code standard infiltration to a passive house air tightness will improve the energy savings 
by 5% and reduce the overall annual heating load by 30%. 

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

0.08 0.13 0.18 0.23 0.28 0.33 0.38 0.43

Infiltration Performance
Energy Savings Htg Load Savings

Optimization
Parallel simulations were run by compounding the savings from each of the iterative runs in each building component, running 
about 1,500 parallel simulations. These simulations roughly estimate the energy savings based on a combination of envelope 
performance selections. This chart can also include cost information which can help the design team dynamically visualize impacts 
to energy and cost based on the decisions on envelope construction.

Monthly Solar Gain in Corridor

South Overhang Length

The length of the overhang facing south was also analyzed, with the goal of maximizing free heat from solar gain in the winter while 
the sun angle is low, but also blocking solar gain in the summer while the sun angle is high. The base length for the overhang is 5 
feet from the corridor perimeter.  Additional lengths of 7ft and 10 ft were analyzed. 

The renderings below shows the south facing corridor, at noon, on a day in September. In September, the sun angle starts to get 
a little lower, but ambient temperatures can still get high enough where solar gains result in an unwanted additional cooling load. 
From the renderings below you can see the 5ft overhang allows solar gain to come into the space while the 10ft overhang blocks 
most of the sun light.

The chart to the left shows the monthly 
solar gain for different overhang lengths. In 
the summer (May-Aug), the 10 ft overhang 
blocks out about 20% more solar gain when 
compared to a 5ft overhang. 

In the winter (Nov-Feb), the 5ft overhang 
lets 40% more solar gain into the corridor, 
improving the free heat available.

The largest variation in solar gain from the 
overhangs occur in the shoulder seasons. 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12 13
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Mosier: Envelope Analysis

High Performance Envelope Design Process and Approaches
The intent of the following sections is to define different options and construction methods to achieve the desired target 
performance level.  Note that in many cases, a definitive recommendation is not made, but instead, options are outlined to be 
refined during the estimating, Design Development and/or Construction Document phases.  These recommendations are time 
dependent – if there is significant time between schematic design and later phases, some updating may be appropriate, due to 
evolving products.  Finally, although this analysis mentions weather barriers in several places as they relate to energy design, this 
analysis is not intended to provide weather sealing or weather barrier advice.  As discussed below, involvement by an envelope 
consultant advising on weatherproofing is recommended during the CD/DD phase of the project. 

Process
It is recommended that the team hire a consultant with specific expertise in high performance envelopes during the CD/DD phase to:

a. Finalize envelope system and support vendor choice decisionmaking;  
b. Assist in creation of envelope details, such as wall sections and window weatherproofing detailing; 
c. Provide envelope air sealing and weatherproofing inspection during construction; and 
d. Administer envelope performance testing.

It is recommended that a consultant be sought with expertise in:
a. Weatherproofing and water barriers;
b. Air sealing;
c. Passive House envelope design and testing; and 
d. The interactivity of dew points and envelope design.

Air Sealing
Inclusion of a continuous air barrier between the outside and inside of the building is the most cost-effective way to substantially 
improve the envelope of the building – confirmed for this building by our analysis described above.  Because this building is 
designed to include a dedicated outdoor air system with heat recovery, it will have excellent, pressure balanced outside air delivered 
throughout the building, meaning that the building can be completely airtight and still have excellent ventilation.  The synergy of 
these two systems creates the opportunity for excellent air quality AND high efficiency.  The following is recommended to achieve 
excellent air sealing of the building:

a.	 Explicitly	define	a	continuous	air	barrier	on	the	building	plans.		This should go beyond simply outlining in the specification 
what the air barrier components are, by showing a continuous air sealing line on building sections.  In practice, this ensures gaps 
in the details (especially wall/roof and wall/floor transitions) are avoided.  Note that air and water barriers are sometimes but not 
always the same – do not assume the water barrier is the air barrier, or visa-versa.  

b.	 Require	the	building	to	achieve	either	the	PHI	or	PHIUS	passive	house	air	sealing	specification	and	highlight	this	
prominently	in	the	architectural	portion	of	the	project	basis	of	design.		Two organizations, the Passive House Institute and the 
Passive House Institute US, offer different but similar specifications for air sealing, based on depressurization and testing of the 
complete building.  It is recommended that the design team work with the contractor to select one of the two specifications.  
Typically, depressurization performance testing is done during construction as well as at completion.  It	is	recommended	that	the	
building	specification	mandate	interim	as	well	as	final	testing,	and	that	the	general	contractor	include	a	testing	point	in	the	
project	schedule	when	the	envelope	is	generally	complete	(i.e.,	windows	in,	primary	air	barrier	complete)	but	prior	to	installation	
of	sheetrock	and	interior	finishes.	 This will enable substantial leak points to be easily remedied at that point in construction.  

c.	 Specify	one	of	two	recognized	high	quality	air	barrier	systems	–	wet	flash	or	tape/membrane.	These are two very different 
but effective systems for providing a high quality air barrier for buildings of this type – a wet-applied vapor permeable flashing 
product, or a tape/membrane product.   It is recommended to not mix the two types of systems. 

System	Type Recommended	Products	/	Vendors Comments

Wet Applied 
Flashing • Prosoco (www.prosoco.com)

• Labor intensive installation
• IFLI red list compliant
• Easier to fully waterproof complex envelope 

details

Tape	/	
Membrane

• Pro Clima products available through 475 Building 
Supply (www.foursevenfive.com)

• Siga products available through Small Planet 
Supply (www.smallplanet.com)

• Pro Clima tape is ILFI red list compliant and system 
includes an interior air barrier product

• Better disassembly

Comparison of Air Sealing Products

Note the metal insulated panels, discussed below, will generally form their own primary air barrier, though joints and window 
penetrations will require air sealing. 

Windows
Windows are a critical part of this envelope, providing daylight, views, and ventilation.  As outlined above, windows which have an 
insulative value that is better than code is the second most effective envelope measure identified by our energy model.  

In addition to the window U (insulative) value, windows also vary in terms of Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) and Visible 
Transmittance (VT).  These values are somewhat, but not entirely, inversely correlated. Windows have a range of SHGC and VT 
values that can be specified.  At Mosier, we recommend the SHGC and VT value ranges (center of glass) for all four façades as 
shown in the table below. Note that the recommended center of glass SHGC values will be close to the window assembly SHGC 
required by code.  The SHGC COG value may need to be adjusted downward to meet code, depending on the thickness of the 
frame.  Alternatively, the permit reviewer may be willing to be flexible on this detail if they understand the desired thermal gain. 

Prosoco Coated Exterior, credit: Kendeda Fund   Pro Clima Membrane, credit: Pro Clima

U-Value SHGC Visible	Transmittance

0.10 - 0.13 0.48 - 0.60 0.60 - 0.75

Recommended Center-of-Glass Window Performance 
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Mosier: Envelope Analysis

Note that because of the presence of the southern awning, and the ability to gain heat in this corridor during the winter, a higher 
SHGC for the south façade than typical is recommended.  Finalizing the window selection will involve inclusion of pricing in the 
decision making.  The following is intended to provide guidance on window selections which exceed code baseline. 

Operable Windows
The highest performance manually openable windows are tilt and turn windows.  The mechanics of this opening style have been 
thoroughly evolved in Europe for many decades, and typically the hardware is much stronger and more durable than sliding or 
casement type windows.  The high winds in the area make a tilt and turn selection particularly important, as substantial strain will 
be placed on the window hardware.  Casement windows are specifically not recommended in this location for this reason.  The 
seals of tilt and turn windows are also more durable than other window types.  Nearly all Passive House (PHI and PHIUS) certified 
windows are tilt and turn, with a handful of certified awning windows.  Finally, tilt and turn windows provide higher security, as 
they don’t open wide enough for a person to slip through.

Note that the only regular opening function on tilt and turn windows is in their “tilt” mode.  The windows are not intended to 
be regularly opened in fully opened “turn” mode, which is instead intended for window cleaning only.  In “turn” open mode, the 
windows move freely and can be damaged.  While in the “tilt” configuration, the windows tilt back 15%, meaning full outside air 
flow based on the window height and width will not occur.  

Fixed Windows
All tilt and turn window providers also include a fixed window option.  Fixed windows are typically about half the cost of tilt and 
turn windows, and also have better insulation and air leakage resistance, so specifying which windows are fixed and openable is 
appropriate.  

The south facing windows adjacent to the street could be fixed windows from the same manufacturer as the rest of the tilt and 
turn/fixed windows on the building, or they could be storefront glazing from a separate manufacturer.  Please note, however, that 
currently only one manufacturer makes low U value storefront framing in the US (FreMarq, see below).  

Window Positioning and Mounting Type
Within the depth of the wall section, the window should be placed in the middle (specifically, the middle of the wall’s R value).  If 
the window is placed at the inner or outer edge of the wall, it will be aligned with a limited amount of wall insulation, resulting in a 
low R value perimeter at the edge of the window.

Provider Comments

• Alpen (thinkalpen.com)

• Regionally manufactured (CO)
• Likely lower cost than other tilt/turn manufacturers
• Uses film for third (or fourth) panes and thinner glass for 

outer panes; typically lighter weight than European style 
windows

• Uses proprietary insulated glass unit
• Fiberglass or uPVC options only
• PHI certified options

• Cascadia (www.cascadiawindows.com)
• Innotech (www.innotech-windows.com) 
• Euroline (www.euroline-windows.com) 
• Westeck (www.westeck-windows.com) 

• Cluster of high performance window manufacturers in 
Vancouver, BC area

• All offer PHI certified options

• Zola (www.zolawindows.com) 

• European manufactured, US based (Colorado) high 
performance window company 

• Offers PHI certified options
• May be more cost competitive than expected

• FreMarq (www.fremarqinnovations.com) • For storefront glazing
• Much lower U value framing than typical

Potential Window Providers

Tilt and Turn Window in Open Position

Skylights
Because there are so many skylights proposed in the project, and the building roof is the most critical overall wall section (due 
to hot air rising), project skylights are particularly critical.  Unfortunately, there is a limited number of PHI certified skylights; 
fortunately, 475 Performance (www.foursevenfive.com) carries one PHI line (Lamilux).  

Flanged windows are recommended, as they provide better/easier interface with the air barrier, particularly if external insulation is 
used.  

Note that the highest performance windows, particularly if wood framed, tend to have very substantial frames, which may result 
in a smaller glazed area than desired if not anticipated by elevations and the resulting rough opening.  It is recommended that a 
preliminary window be spec’ed and window openings sized accordingly.  
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Mosier: Envelope Analysis

Walls
Three different higher R value wall systems are recommended for consideration during estimating/design development.  Details, 
and comments, are outlined below.

Double Wall, 
credit: Building America Solution Center

Roof
Two types of insulation approaches are recommended for the roof:

1. Underdeck batt insulation
2. Metal insulated panels

These approaches avoid roof deck foam, which has poor end of life disposal characteristics and, in the case of expanded 
polystyrene, the high global warming potential of its blowing agent. 

Wall Systems

Wall	Type Details Comments

Exterior	
Insulation

• Insulation typically rigid mineral wool. Foam 
insulation not recommended.  

• Gutex may be an option depending on fire rating 
of building. 

• Insulation also typically included in wall cavity. 
• Insulation placed outboard of weather resistive 

barrier, except Gutex should be inside WRB.

• Maybe unusual to local constructors.  In practice, 
not difficult to construct well, except window 
detailing can be more complicated.

• Attention should be paid to ensuring dew point 
is outside of WRB (can be reviewed during DD by 
envelope consultant).

• Window flange can be attached directly to shear 
panels for excellent WRB integration.  

Double	Wall

• Two walls, structural exterior and interior 
insulation retainer/utility chase.

• Structural exterior wall can potentially be 2x4 to 
save on cost.

• Blown cellulose typical insulation
• https://foursevenfive.com/blog/the-double-stud-

wall-simplified-low-cost-high-performance/

• Easily understood by array of constructors.
• Increased wall thickness is easily accommodated 

simply by moving interior wall.

Metal 
Insulated	
Panels

• These panels are essentially polyisocyanurate 
boards with coated aluminum skins on the interior 
and exterior.  

• Panels can either be attached to typical wood 
or steel framing assembly, or infill in post/beam 
construction

• Not as cost effective where walls are irregular.
• May be a cost effective strategy for truck bays.

Exterior Mineral Wool
credit: Roxul 

Metal Insulated Panels
credit: Kingspan 
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Mosier Center: Lighting & Equipment Power Study

LIGHTING POWER DENSITY SAVINGS POTENTIAL

EQUIPMENT POWER DENSITY SAVINGS POTENTIAL
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10% better 31.7
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30% better 30.8
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Overview
Lighting and equipment account for ~XX% of total energy use in the Mosier Center schematic design energy model. Exploring ways 
to reduce this energy usage is critical to minimize the size of the rooftop PV array needed to achieve zero energy. This study first 
shows the energy impact of reducing lighting power density (LPD) and equipment power density (EPD) for the proposed energy 
model. The study then provides a write-up on strategies that could be combined to help achieve these types of energy savings 
reductions.

Energy Savings Sensitivity Analysis
The existing Schematic Design (SD) level energy model was used as the base case with an annual energy use intensity (EUI) of 
32.2 kBtu/sf/year. Graphs below show the change in EUI as 10%, 20%, and 30% reductions are modeled. By reducing the installed 
lighting power density or the installed equipment power density by 30%, an overall whole building energy use savings of 5% can be 
achieved. The base case for lighting uses prescriptive 90.1-2016 lighting values. The base case for equipment power is derived from  
the current building equipment inventory. These savings as well as the specific measures that can be used to achieve them will be 
further defined during design development.

It is recommended that the City designate a Zero Energy Champion who is responsible for the process outlined below.  Their role 
should extend from coordinating furniture, fixtures, and equipment (FF+E) during construction, all the way through to occupancy, 
helping ensure the building operates at zero energy. It is recommended that the ZE Champion pursue stages 1-3 during the 
construction drawing creation process so that the design team may fully anticipate/refine the design based on the anticipated 
actual equipment.  

 Review

• All energy using equipment currently used for operations to be included in the new building should be written down in 
a spreadsheet. This document should have a high level of detail – individual pieces of equipment should be listed.  This 
should include equipment from all groups (City, Fire, Public Works, etc.) moving to the facility.

• New equipment desired for the facility should be added to the spreadsheet.  

 Remove

• Review the list and eliminate unnecessary or underused equipment.  
• Consider replacing electric equipment with manual alternatives (pencil sharpeners, date stamps, etc.).
• Review duplicate equipment and consider consolidating (a good example is personal copiers which can be consolidated 

with a single machine).
• Prohibit personal refrigerators and heaters, recognizing the building is being carefully designed to provide a well 

conditioned space at a very high level of efficiency.  

 Replace and specify

• Energy use for each existing item on the spreadsheet should be determined with as much accuracy as possible.  This can 
be done by using inexpensive TrickleStar or Kill-a-Watt meters to measure equipment wattage in real time, allowing both 
the standby (i.e., just plugged in but not operating) and operational (fully on) wattages to be measured. These meters 
can also track usage over time. Uses with high standby loads (also known as vampire loads) are good candidates for 
replacement, as they use energy when not being used for their function. 

• Compare the wattages for the old equipment with best-in-class Energy Star equipment, which can be found here: https://
www.energystar.gov/productfinder/.  Note that while Energy Star equipment is more efficient than typical equipment, 
even it has a range of variability – the Energy Star Product Finder can help identify the absolute best in class efficiencies 
within a product type and specification.  

• In addition to replacement of old equipment, it is likely that new equipment will also be specified.  The Energy Star 
database should also be used for specification of these items.  

 Reduce

• Having gone through the exercise above, Mosier Center will be well positioned to minimize its plug loads. Best-in-
class Energy Star equipment is good at automatically switching off.  However, not all equipment will be Energy Star.  It 
is recommended that Mosier Center use next generation switched outlets.  These outlets cut power to one of the 
two outlets using either a schedule or a vacancy sensor.  Switched outlets based on a schedule that matches hours of 
occupancy is generally more successful than outlets that are controlled based on occupancy. It is particularly important for 
equipment that is not current Energy Star to be plugged into the switched outlets. It is also important to ensure that the 
right type of equipment is plugged into the controlled (monitors, chargers, copiers, etc.) vs not controlled plugs (fridges, 
etc). 

1

Plug Load Reduction Overview
Reducing plug and user loads (i.e., equipment that is plugged into outlets, rather than hardwired) is a critical element in achieving 
zero energy.  Traditionally, plug loads have received less attention than things like heating, which in older buildings of this type and 
in this climate zone consumes the most energy.  In a zero energy building, however, with its highly efficient envelopes and systems, 
plug loads are often the largest single energy subuse (as is the case in this building).  

Process – the Four R’s
There is a four stage process recommended for reducing plug loads (derived from the New Buildings Institute):
1. Review what equipment you currently have as well as new equipment desired for the building
2. Remove what you don’t need and consolidate the remainder 
3. Replace low efficiency old equipment with and specify new equipment as best-in-class Energy Star equipment
4. Reduce energy use of the equipment resulting from 1-3 with switching strategies to minimize “on” hours

4
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Mosier Center: Lighting & Equipment Power Study

Recommendations by Equipment Type

Workstations
Work stations have a wide range of potential energy footprint, even with best-in-class 
equipment.  It can be tempting to add large double monitors, etc., but this will increase 
energy use.  Ensure that workstations are appropriately sized and no larger.  

Coffee
This use has the potential to substantially impact the overall energy use of the building.  
One study (Fishnick 2000) found that a typical 2 side commercial espresso maker used 
5,800 kWh/yr – which would be 7 percent of the total energy use of Mosier Center.  
Pour over and drip coffee would have a far smaller energy use. There may be lower 
energy use espresso options, such as a lever style machine. These should fully be 
explored during the FF+E specification phase.

A commercial batch drip coffee maker also draws significant power, though not as much 
as an espresso machine.  If this is deemed necessary, Energy Star certified alternatives 
are available. However, note that individually prepared drip coffee, using an electric 
kettle and ceramic drip cone, is SUBSTANTIALLY more efficient (as well as trendier!).
Coffee grinders use a lot of power when grinding; however, should not use a lot when 
in standby. Ensure whatever grinder is specified has no load on standby, or ensure its 
outlet is easily manually switchable.  

High Intensity Equipment
The fire station bays will include an array of energy intensive equipment, including items such as:

• Bunker gear washer/extractor
• Commercial washer and dryer
• Bunker gear dryer
• Shop air compressor
• SCBA air compressor 

It is recommended that during design development each of these items be evaluated to determine if they have standby energy use, 
and if they do, whether they can safely be switched off and on without impacting their performance or durability. If they can, the 
electrical outlets that serve them should be switched with a manual on/auto off sequence, or at a minimum, manual on/off (this 
needs to be carefully considered in conjunction with the Fire Chief).  

Lighting
Variable output (based on available daylight) LED lighting on manual on/vacancy off controls is recommended throughout the 
building.  Each room should have its own switchable lighting circuit.  

Zero Energy Education
Overall, Mosier Center is designed to operate at zero energy with a minimal amount of effort on the part of the occupants.  
However, some amount of knowledge and engagement will be important to ensure the building operates as efficiently as possible 
throughout its lifetime.

Signage
A signage program for building occupants should be provided, which explains how various energy saving features of the building 
work, through the lens of operations.  Examples of specific signage should include:

• How automated switching works
• How to turn off thermostats (e.g. zone heating and cooling) when windows are open
• Reminders to open shades when glare control is not needed

Electrical Metering & Online Display
To allow ongoing refinement of the facility’s zero energy performance, the electrical panel should be set up and submetered with 
the following end uses:

• Heating/cooling
• Ventilation
• Lighting
• Coffee shop
• West wing plug loads
• Truck bay plug/equipment loads

These subloads should then be connected to a realtime online energy monitor as an educational display for the building occupants 
and community.  

TrickleStar Meter Kill-a-Watt Meter Controlled outlet with 1 plug 
switchable and 1 plug always on

Community Room Projector and PA
Large scale stationary projectors typically have very high “on” and quick start standby loads, and many do not have a slow start, lower 
wattage full standby mode.  At this time, Energy Star unfortunately does not certify projectors.  Thus, careful selection of projectors is 
important, in particular selecting a unit with a slow start low wattage standby mode (the Panasonic PT-RZ770 series is a good option).  
Also, it is recommended to work closely with the A/V vendor to create and set a switching strategy on either the machine itself or through 
external switching. It is recommended that the PA system be a portable type that plugs in when needed.  This will eliminate standby losses.  

Community Kitchen
The project also includes a small community kitchen. The primary energy user in this area is likely to be the stove top and oven.  The most 
efficient alternative for these is an induction stove top and convection range. The induction stove top will require non-stainless steel or iron 
cookware.  

11yr old monitor next to a nearly 6 times 
more efficient new Energy Star monitor

By far the least energy intensive way to 
make great coffee – kettle and cone.
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Mosier Center: HVAC Systems Analysis

HVAC System Overview
While the main focus for Mosier Center is on minimizing HVAC loads through efficient and passive architectural elements, it is equally 
important that the remaining load is met with an energy efficient mechanical system. This system must provide reliable heating, cooling, 
and ventilation to the variety of space types in the facility. The proposed approach relies on coupling a high efficiency ventilation system 
with zone level heating and cooling. This allows for the ERV to operate continuously when the building is occupied while individual zone 
heating and cooling terminal devices can turn on only when needed.

Proposed Zoning Diagram
The diagram below shows the proposed building zoning. Three separate energy recovery ventilators are proposed: one for the 
community area, one for the city hall/fire offices, and one for the fire garage areas. These 3 distinct ventilation zones can operate 
independently from one another as needed. Within each ventilation zone, there are between 2-4 heating and cooling zones. Each 
heating and cooling zone will have its own thermostat and can be controlled to temperatures distinct from any other zone in the 
building.

System Options
A variety of HVAC systems were considered for the Mosier Center. Key criteria for the narrowing down of system options included 
1) Combustion free, 2) Great energy performance, and 3) Cost-effective. With these three key criteria in mind, the system options 
were narrowed to two choices:
• OPTION 1: Energy recovery ventilator (ERV) with variable refrigerant flow (VRF) fan casettes, and
• OPTION 2: Energy recovery ventilator (ERV) with chilled water (CHW) and hot water (HW) fan coil units.

Optimizing the ERV
In both options, ventilation air is delivered via an ERV. The ERV consists of a supply fan and an exhaust fan and a heat exchanger. 
For a 1,000cfm ERV, the energy recovery effectiveness can range from 50% all the way up to >80%. For this climate zone with a 
design outside air design temperature of 55F, a minimum effectivness of 72% is needed to provide a delivery temperature of 55F. 
However, given the low internal loads of the facility, better effectiveness would likely deliver better overall performance. 

Option 1: Variable Refrigerant Flow
In this option, refrigerant piping is piped throughout the facility linking a branch controller (in a mechanical room) to both the 
outdoor heat rejection unit and to the individual zone indoor terminal casettes. The branch controller allows the system to share 
heating and cooling needs between spaces. If one zone is calling for heating and another is calling for cooling, the branch controller 
will be able to take heat from the first zone and send it to the second zone, making for a very efficient system in this condition. If 
all zones are calling for either heating or cooling, the outdoor unit will work to either generate or discharge heat to the outdoor 
conditions.

Option 2: Chilled Water and Hot Water Fan Coil Units with AWHP
In this option, heating water and chilled water lines are provided through the facility to serve fan coil units that will condition each 
zone. Multiple outdoor modules will be required to meet the loads of the building, which, although it requires more space, will 
allow for greater flexibility in heating and cooling control. Because of the multiple modules, each could be commanded into heating 
or cooling mode based on building demands, allowing different zones to be in heating or cooling at the same time. Although the 
same end-use experience can be achieved, this option is less efficient since zones would not be able to “share” their waste heat.  

Recommendation
Given the 3x cost premium for Option 2, we recommend Option 1 - the VRF system - for the Mosier Center. While the global 
warming potential of the VRF system is a risk, this can be somewhat mitigated through care in construction and maintenance. Both 
systems will drive great energy performance given the scale and usage patterns of the facility. More so that evaluating the delta 
in efficiency, the key to low energy use will be letting unoccupied spaces experience wide daytime and night setback temperature 
bans. The two system options are comparable in many ways providing similar thermal comfort, good interoperability with natural 
ventilation, and great energy performance. 

ENERGY RECOVERY 
VENTILATOR

(ERV)

8

ZONE HEATING / 
COOLING DEVICE

Energy Use Comparison
Both systems use heat pump technology to extract 
or reject heat to outdoor air. Given the lack of defrost 
cycle, the lack of pumping energy, and the heat recovery 
between zones capability of VRF, the VRF option will have 
minimally better energy performance than the air-to-
water heat pump option. The charts below show heating 
and cooling performance curves for each option based on 
different outdoor air temperatures.
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Mosier Center: HVAC Systems Analysis

ERV with Variable Refrigerant Flow ERV with Air-to-Water Heat Pump

ROM FIRST COST ADD Baseline Baseline + $150,000-$200,000

ENERGY EFFICIENCY Superior heat sharing capability. Slightly better energy performance than AWHP option. Less heat sharing than VRF; also higher pumping energy but overall very comparable.

CONTROLLABILITY Multiple, individual zone control is possible. Note: no night setback capability. Better controllability with a HW/CHW system than with a VRF system that is inherently finicky.

SPACE REQUIREMENTS The outdoor VRF units are slightly smaller than the outdoor air-to-water heat pump. The VRF system also 
requires the location of an indoor branch controller. Overall, the space requirements are quite similar.

An outdoor air-to-water heat pump must be located near the building. Piping and terminal unit space 
requirements are similar to the VRF system.

ACOUSTICS Quiet ECM fan motors limit noise from blowers. Quiet ECM fan motors limit noise from blowers.

REFRIGERANT USE
Greater and more distributed refrigerant use compared to the AWHP option; this system has higher global 
warming potential associated with the increased refrigerant leakage risk as refrigerant is run throughout the 
entire building to individual terminal units.

This system has less refrigerant than a VRF system and is not distributed throughout the building thus has fewer 
points of connection that drive leakage. Future replacement of refrigerant will be easier. Refrigerant is contained 
only within the outdoor unit.
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Mosier Center: DHW Systems Analysis

Domestic Hot Water (DHW) System Overview
Domestic hot water is estimated at ~2% of annual energy use at the Mosier Center when heat pump technology is used. Using a 
traditional electric water heater would increase this value by threefold. Given the zero energy project goals, focus on an efficient means 
of hot water delivery is required.

Two novel systems were explored for Mosier Center:

1. VRF with Heat Exchanger: In this option, the same system that provides space conditioning to the building will be used to also 
generate hot water.  From the branch circuit controller of the VRF system, refrigerant lines are run to a booster heat exchanger, 
which will produce >140F hot water.  This water is then run to an indirect tank to make 140F hot water that can be mixed to 120F 
and delivered to plumbing fixtures.  

2. CO2 air-to-water heat pump: In this option, a separate outdoor heat pump uses CO2 as refrigerant and generates >140F hot water 
via an internal heat exchanger.  This water is then run to an indirect tank to make 140F hot water that can be mixed to 120F and 
delivered to plumbing fixtures. 

Recommendation
Given the integration with the selected HVAC option (also a VRF system), the use of the VRF domestic hot water system is 
recommended for the Mosier Center. This option eliminates a second storage tank and is also slightly less expensive. It also 
provides superior energy performance to the CO2 heat pump. The main drawback is the higher global warming potential of the 
VRF system; the incremental impact of this however is small given the overall quanity of refrigerant that will already be in the 
facility.

9

Energy Use Comparison
Both systems use heat pump technology to extract heat from outdoor air and move 
it into incoming cold domestic water. While the CO2 heat pump performs quite well 
when it is very warm outside, it lacks an AHRI standard efficiency rating making its 
true performance less certain. The COP value for the CO2 heat pump was derived 
from research conducted by Bonneville Power Association and Washington State 
University Extension in 2013 at 45 F ambient air conditions.

VRF with Heat Exchanger for DHW CO2 Air-to-Water Heat Pump

ROM FIRST COST ADD Baseline Baseline + $5,000

ENERGY EFFICIENCY Slightly better energy performance than AWHP option. Very good energy performance.

SPACE REQUIREMENTS Space requirements already accounted for in VRF system approach. Reduces overall outdoor equipment. Requires two indoor tanks (for HW and for storage). Limitations on distance between outdoor unit and heat 
pump could force placement of outdoor equipment in an undesirable location. 

REFRIGERANT USE Higher global warming potential of VRF refrigerant. Low global warming potential due to use of CO2 refrigerant.

CAPACITY Instantaneous heating capacity of the system is sufficient to meet domestic water heating load with typical 
storage volumes.

Instantaneous heating capacity is less than half of VRF option, creating an balance between storage and 
instantaneous heating capacity that is not recommended.

Higher COP 
is better
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Mosier: EUI Confirmation Model

Net Zero Energy
To achieve net zero energy, the site renewable energy will need to produce the same amount of energy consumed on annual basis. 
The current PV design includes a 72 kW system that produces about 92,500 kWh per year.  This exceeds the needs of the current 
estimated annual energy consumption. Given the uncertainty in building use and operations, it is recommended that the system be 
installed in phases once measured building energy use is better understood. 

Overview
An SD level energy model is used to estimate the annual site energy for Mosier. The current model estimates an annual energy use 
intensity (EUI) of 32.2 kBtu/sf/year or 81,100 kWh/year for the 8,600 sf building. The table below shows some high level design 
assumptions for the project, detailed design inputs are provided in the appendix.

Key Parameters
GENERAL DESIGN
Weather File - The Dalles TMY3
Operational Hours - Mon-Fri: 8am to 6pm
Building Area [sf] 8,600
ARCHITECTURAL INPUTS
Window To Wall Ratio [%] 17
Window U-Value [Btu/h-ft2-F] 0.054
Wall U-Value [Btu/h-ft2-F] 0.380
MECHANICAL INPUTS
Primary System Type HRV with Terminal VRF
HRV Effectiveness [%] 72
VRF Efficiency [Htg COP / Clg COP] 4.2 / 4.4

10

Design EUI Energy Breakdown
The initial EUI target was set to 25-35 kBtu/sf/year to achieve a PV design that would require 3,300-5,000 sf of roof area. The 
end use break down chart below shows the performance of the current design. The largest energy by end use categories are 
lighting energy and equipment energy, which have large opportunities for additional energy savings. A lighting and plug load study 
highlights key factors that can potentially result in lower operational energy use. 
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Current PV Layout
The current PV layout for the 72 kW system will use the majority of the roof area for the project. The PV array above the main 
building will have 80 panels and an output of 39,800 kWh, and the PV above the fire station will have 106 panel with an output of 
52,750 kWh. 
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INPUTS Mosier Proposed Design

Climate zone Proposed Design Source / Notes

OA Cooling Design DB [F] 97.6 0.4% Cooling

OA Cooling Design WB [F] 66.6 0.4% Cooling

OA Heating Design DB [F] 17.4 99.6% Heating

Simulation Weather File TMY 3 Columbia Gorge Nearest WMO station to site

Geometry

Reference Drawing Per SD design Revit model received 10-09-19

GSF in energy model [sf] 9,168 IES Energy Model Area Take-off

Conditioned SF in energy model [sf] 8,136 IES Energy Model Area Take-off

TOTAL Above Grade Area [sf] 11,262 IES Energy Model Area Take-off

TOTAL Above Grade Wall Area [sf] 8,730 IES Energy Model Area Take-off

TOTAL Window Area [sf] 1,928 IES Energy Model Area Take-off

TOTAL Window-to-wall ratio [%] 17.1% IES Energy Model Area Take-off

L1 Slab Area [sf] 9,296 IES Energy Model Area Take-off

Roof Area [sf] 11,558 IES Energy Model Area Take-off

Envelope

Walls

Wood-Framed Wall [Btu/h-ft2-F] U-0.051 Std 90.1-2016 Table 5.5-5 CZ 5B

Below grade walls [Btu/h-ft2-F] C-0.119 Std 90.1-2016 Table 5.5-5 CZ 5B

Glazing

Typical Window [Btu/h-ft2-F] u-0.38 / SHGC-0.38 Std 90.1-2016 Table 5.5-5 CZ 5B

Storefront Window [Btu/h-ft2-F] u-0.38 / SHGC-0.38 Std 90.1-2016 Table 5.5-5 CZ 5B

Roof

Roof [Btu/h-ft2-F] 0.032 Std 90.1-2016 Table 5.5-5 CZ 5B

Floors

Exposed Steel Joist [Btu/h-ft2-F] 0.038 Std 90.1-2016 Table 5.5-5 CZ 5B

Slab on Grade [Btu/h-ft2-F] F-0.52 Std 90.1-2016 Table 5.5-5 CZ 5B

Infiltration [cfm/sf] 0.40 cfm/sf @ 75 Pa ASHRAE 90.1-2016

Model Space Types Building Area
[sf]

 Occupancy 
Density

[sf/person]

Peak 
Occupancy

[People]

Occupant 
Diversity 

Factor

Occ Sensible/
Latent Gain
[Btuh/Btuh]

Lighting 
Power 
[w/sf] 

Lighting 
Diversity 

Factor

Plug Loads
[w/sf]

 Plug Load 
Diversity 

Factor

Indoor Design 
Conditions

[deg F]

COFFEE 128 - - - - 0.62 1.00 See Detailed 
Inputs 1.00 75F/70F

CORRIDOR 1,188 - - - - 0.66 1.00 - - 75F/70F

CONFERENCE 290 48 6 0.50 250 / 200 0.90 1.00 See Detailed 
Inputs 1.00 75F/70F

ELECTRICAL 75 - - - - 0.48 1.00 50 1.00 80F/65F

FIRE STATION - DECON 207 207 1 1.00 250 / 200 0.90 1.00  7.5 1.00 55F Htg Only

FIRE STATION - EMS 99 99 1 1.00 250 / 200 0.90 1.00  0.75 1.00 55F Htg Only

FIRE STATION - SCBA 78 78 1 1.00 250 / 200 0.90 1.00  24.0 1.00 55F Htg Only

FIRE STATION - SHOP 114 114 1 1.00 250 / 200 0.90 1.00 1.5 1.00 55F Htg Only

FIRE STATION - TURNOUT 220 220 1 1.00 250 / 200 0.90 1.00 5.0 1.00 55F Htg Only

KITCHEN 194 - - - - 1.06 1.00 See Detailed 
Inputs 1.00 75F/70F

KITCHENETTE 107 - - - - 0.62 1.00 See Detailed 
Inputs 1.00 75F/70F

MEETING 838 13 66 0.50 305 / 545 1.07 1.00 See Detailed 
Inputs 1.00 75F/70F

OFFICE - ENCLOSED 402 402 1 1.00 250 / 200 0.90 1.00 See Detailed 
Inputs 1.00 75F/70F

OFFICE - OPEN 680 136 5 1.00 250 / 200 0.81 1.00 See Detailed 
Inputs 1.00 75F/70F

RECEPTION 75 38 2 1.00 250 / 200 1.00 1.00 See Detailed 
Inputs 1.00 75F/70F

RESTROOMS 486 - - - - 0.85 1.00 - - -

STORAGE 673 - - - - 0.46 1.00 - - -

VEHICLE BAY 3,443 - - - - 0.56 1.00 - - 55F Htg Only

VOID 0 - - - - - - - - -

TOTAL OR BLDG AVE 9,168* 85

Mosier: Inputs10

Note: The above areas are taken from the energy model. Actual building area used for the purposes of calculating the EUI is based of the architectural area of 8,600 square feet.
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Estimated 
 Electrical Load [Watts] Count Diversity Annual Operational 

Hours [FLH]
Estimated Energy Use 

[kWh]

Coffee Room

Espresso Machine 780 1 0.5 3,839 1,497

Fridge 200 1 0.5 3,839 384

Coffee Brewer 780 1 0.5 3,839 1,497

Bulk Grinder 73 1 0.5 3,839 140

Ice Machine 658 1 0.5 3,839 1,263

Community Kitchen

36" Range 500 1 0.5 5,053 1,263

Fridge 430 1 0.5 5,053 1,086

Microwave 713 1 0.5 5,053 1,801

Dishwasher 540 1 0.5 5,053 1,364

Kitchenette

Fridge 430 1 0.5 3,839 825

Microwave 713 1 0.5 3,839 1,369

Dishwasher 540 1 0.5 3,839 1,037

Conference Room

Laptop 61 6 0.2 2,830 35

Projector 308 1 0.2 2,830 174

Meetings

Laptop 61 33 0.4 2,830 69

Projector 308 1 0.4 2,830 349

Office - Enclosed

Desktop 82 1 1.0 2,830 232

Monitor 21 2 1.0 2,830 59

Office - Open Plan

Desktop 82 5 1.0 2,830 232

Monitor 21 10 1.0 2,830 59

TV Monitor 60 1 1.0 2,830 170

Copiers 425 1 1.0 2,830 1,203

Reception

TV Monitor 60 2 1.0 3,839 230

Mosier: Detailed Inputs10
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